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ABSTRACT
Polar order in the biosphere is limited to nanometer-sized domains,
occurs with essentially complete cancellation, or is avoided on
purpose. One thus wonders whether large-scale polar order is even
possible, and this question is the subject of the dipole alignment
problem. We addressed this challenge with an interdisciplinary
approach bringing together elements of mathematics, electronic
structure theory and computational chemistry, physical-organic
and synthetic chemistry, crystallization and crystallography, and,
most importantly, patience and much thought about intermolecu-
lar bonding in molecular crystals. The azine- and biphenyl-based
beloamphiphiles (Y-Ph-MeCdN-NdCMe-Ph-X and Y-Ph-
Ph-X) are ascendants of a new generation of highly anisotropic
functional materials with perfect polar order.

“It is very hard to be a rational designer; even
faking that process is quite difficult. However, the
result is a product that can be understood, main-
tained, and reused. If the project is worth doing, the
methods described here are worth using.” s Parnas
and Clements, 1986.

Introduction
Proteins have evolved for 3-4 billion years into an
enormous array of structural diversity and function.1,2

While â-sheets feature dipole cancellation, the R helix
shows one-dimensional dipole-parallel alignment and
thus provides the potential for highly polar tertiary
structures. Yet, polar alignment is not realized beyond
small domains (parallel coiled coils, R,â-barrels), and one
wonders whether high polar alignment is not attainable
in principle or whether it is merely difficult to find a
natural way for its realization.

It has been our goal to explore the question “Is it
possible to aggregate dipolar molecules in condensed
phase in such a way that all molecular dipole moments
are parallel aligned?” This dipole-alignment problem
presents a grand challenge,3,4 and many wrote that the
problem cannot be solved. In this Account we present an

analysis of the challenge and show how this analysis has
led to the realization of crystalline materials with large-
scale polar order with a rational approach that involves
“polar stacking of polar bolaamphiphile monolayers”.

Lipid bilayers feature two-dimensional dipole-parallel
alignment in each monolayer. Because lipid bilayers
“naturally” contain oppositely oriented polar monolayers,
one might never consider lipid bilayers as potential
sources for the construction of high degrees of polarity.
Yet, a better understanding of lipid bilayers actually
provides a guide to polar materials and begins with the
realization of the deep chasm between chemists’ typical
ideas of nicely organized layers and the reality of lipid
bilayers as exhibited in Figure 1.5,6 Two insights that are
particularly important here concern the nature of the
lateral interactions in lipid bilayers and the role of
solvation for the opposite orientation of the two mono-
layers. While amphiphile monolayers can be highly or-
dered,7,8 the monolayers in lipid bilayers often are
rather fluid and there is little lateral interaction.9 The
lipid bilayer energetics in water is largely driven by the
desire of the polar head groups to interact with each other
and with water,10,11 and solvation of the head groups is a
major reason for the opposite orientation of the two polar
layers.

Amphiphiles, Idioteloamphiphiles,
Belaamphiphiles, and Beloamphiphiles
Amphiphile Monolayers. Amphiphiles (Greek, amphibios)
are “living a double life” by combination of a polar and
water-soluble head group (yellow) and a nonpolar and
water-insoluble alkyl chain (green). Some important types
of amphiphile monolayers are shown in Scheme 1.
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FIGURE 1. Idea of a lipid bilayer, and snapshot of a dipalmi-
toylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) lipid membrane simulation.
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The monolayers are classified as “symmetrical” or
“unsymmetrical” depending on whether all amphiphiles
are oriented in the same direction (parallel) or whether
their orientations alternate (antiparallel) in at least one
direction. While there is one symmetrical monolayer,
unsymmetrical monolayers can be constructed in a great
many ways, and the checkerboard and stripe motifs are
common. Idioteloamphiphiles contain two polar head
groups of the same kind (Greek, idios) at the ends (Greek,
telos) of a nonpolar chain. Bolaamphiphiles contain
different head groups at the ends of a usually saturated
hydrocarbon spacer. The term is derived from the name
of a hunting tool that consists of weights attached to the
end of a string (Spanish, bolas). Beloamphiphiles are polar
and conjugated bolaamphiphiles, and the prefix belo
(Greek, belos, arrow) reflects that beloamphiphiles have
dipole moments. In particular, symmetrically D-D and
A-A disubstituted (conjugated) molecules are idiotelo-
amphiphiles, and unsymmetrically D-A, D1-D2, and
A1-A2 disubstituted (conjugated) molecules are beloam-
phiphiles. In the terminology of monolayers, the terms
“symmetrical” and “unsymmetrical”, respectively, are
commonly used to describe the amphiphile alignment in
the same or alternating directions, respectively. This
practice causes confusion in discussions of “symmetrical
monolayers” formed by “unsymmetrical molecules”, and
we prefer to characterize the amphiphile monolayer
alignment as “parallel” or “antiparallel.”

Parallel Amphiphile Monolayers, Micelles, and Lip-
osomes. Parallel amphiphile monolayers (PAMs) are best
known for their formation of micelles (monolayer lipid
membrane vesicles, MLMV), and micelle science has
greatly evolved from early lipid micelles12 to polymer-
amphiphile micelles.13 PAMs may curl up in only one
dimension to form micellar rods, and cone-shaped pep-
tide amphiphiles were reported to form cylindrical PAM
nanofibers.14 Formation of polar layers of mushroom

bundles15 also was considered, but the initial claim has
not been substantiated.

Bilayers consisting of two parallel amphiphile mono-
layers always feature oppositely oriented PAMs, and they
form lipid bilayers,16 fibers,17 and liposomes18 (lipid mem-
brane vesicles, LMVs). Nonlipid amphiphiles also form
spherical liposomes19 as well as liposomal rods and
nanofibers.20

Polar Order in Amphiphile Crystals. The majority of
layer-forming amphiphiles crystallize with alternating
orientation in both layer directions (checkerboard), and
even polar alignment in one layer direction (stripe) is
rare.21 Polar order throughout an amphiphile mono-
layer apparently was first observed by Sim in 1955 in
crystals of 11-aminoundecanoic acid hydrobromide hemi-
hydrate (Br-‚H3N-(CH2)10-COOH‚0.5H2O).22 Crystals of
Sim’s acid contain “normal bilayers” and are overall
nonpolar.

The crystal structures of three alkyl gluconamides
(CnH2n+1-NH-CO-(CHOH)4-CHOH, n ) 7,23 8,23 1124)
and one galactosamide (galactose-NH-CO-(CH2)14-
COOH)25 apparently present the first cases of polar
stacking of polar bolaamphiphile monolayers. These cases
remain unexplained, and many similar amphiphiles crys-
tallize without overall polarity.

Polar Order by Rational Design
Since collinear dipoles will align parallel, three-dimen-
sional polar order depends on the question of whether
dipole-parallel alignment can be achieved in the second
and third dimensions. We met the challenge with a
solution that consists in the creation of two-dimensional
layers with polarity perpendicular to the layer surfaces and
their polar stacking in the third dimension. Specifically,
the beloamphiphile monolayers (BAM) are comprised of
molecules whose long axes and dipole moment vectors
are more or less aligned with each other and perpendicu-
lar to the layer surfaces, i.e. the thickness of a BAM is close
to the length of its constituents. These two-dimensional
BAMs need to be distinguished and are not to be confused
with two-dimensional sheets, that is, an arrangement of
molecules whose long axes lie more or less in a common
plane.

Fundamental Insight Shapes Basic Strategy. We began
with studies of the energies of point dipole lattices, and
in the mid-1990’s we made a discovery of fundamental
significance:26,27 As expected, antiparallel alignment is
always preferred over the parallel-aligned lattice, but the
latter might be a local minimum! This paradigm-shifting
discovery placed the grand challenge in an entirely
different light; a systematic solution of the dipole-align-
ment problem was possible in principle. The study also
provided guidance. First, the molecular dipoles should be
modest so that parallel alignment can compete with
antiparallel alignment. Second, the dipolar molecules need
to be designed for large lateral attraction so that a pair of
side-by-side dipolar molecules will be either parallel or
antiparallel but not in an arrangement that is neither.

Scheme 1. Types of Amphiphile Monolayers (AM)a

a In the top row are shown a parallel amphiphile monolayer (PAM)
and two types of antiparallel amphiphile monolayers (APAM). Below the
PAM are shown an idioteloamphiphile monolayer (IAM) and a parallel
beloamphiphile monolayer (PBAM). In addition, four types of antiparallel
beloamphiphile monolayers (APBAM) are shown.
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Third, dipolar molecules need to be designed so that the
lateral attractions stabilize the polar lattice more than any
nonpolar lattice. These ideas led to the beloamphiphile
designs of Scheme 2.

Design of Azine-Based Beloamphiphiles. Conjugated
D-A systems were sought with modest dipole moments
(2-4 D) along their long axes and with the propensity for
high lateral intermolecular interactions. Placement of two
acceptors with opposite polarity in the center of the
molecules achieves the design goal of “dipole minimiza-
tion.” This design element reduces or even eliminates
through-conjugation in the ground state and has the
overall effect that one-half of the molecule remains dipolar
while the other half is rendered quadrupolar along the
long axis. Williams pointed out the role of the high
quadrupole moment of benzene in intermolecular bond-
ing,28 and our design employs arenes as “alignment units”
and relies on the strengthening of lateral interactions with
arene-arene interactions.

Intra- and Interlayer Intermolecular Interactions. The
intermolecular interactions in the crystals depend on a
variety of structural characteristics of the molecule (lengths,
segments, twists, ...) and crystal structure (lateral and
longitudinal offsets, interlayer angle, ...), and the various
terms are correlated with each other. The matrix shown
in Table 1 is useful to keep track of the types of interac-
tions between the molecular fragments and of their
correlation. The main body of the matrix provides an
inventory of the interactions between two molecules. The
segments of one molecule appear in column 1 (green) and
the segments of the other in row 1 (blue) of Table 1. For
the acetophenone azines the segments are head group X,
para-disubstituted arene ArX, azine spacer Az, para-
disubstituted arene ArY, and head group Y. Column 1 con-
tains the molecule twice, and the top and bottom halves
of the matrix describe parallel and antiparallel alignment,

respectively. The columns on the right specify the interac-
tions of the segments of the first two molecules with
molecules of the same type in other layers (red).

The diagonal elements in Table 1 (shaded green and
yellow) list the leading terms for the intralayer inter-
action energies Epp and Eapp, respectively, between paral-
lel-aligned pairs or antiparallel-aligned pairs, respec-
tively.

Scheme 2. Beloamphiphile Design for Achievement of Polar Stacking of Parallel Beloamphiphile Monolayers (PBAMs): Azines
Y-Ph-MeCdN-NdCMe-Ph-X and Biphenyls Y-Ph-Ph-X

Table 1. Intermolecular Interactions Depending on
Layer Polarity and Longitudinal Offset
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The interaction between the spacers is about the same
for both arrangements. The antiparallel alignment may
occur in a variety of ways (Scheme 1), and in spite of all
variability the alignment preference in essence depends
on the difference of sums of terms between equal or
different intermolecular bonding partners: Is E(ArX∼ArX)
+ E(ArY∼Ary) better than two E(ArY∼ArX)? Is the sum of
intralayer head group interactions E(X∼X) + E(Y∼Y) better
or worse than two Y∼X interactions? These questions can
be answered qualitatively based on insights from the
mixing of liquids. Pure pair interactions are usually favored
over mixed pair interactions, and this tendency increases
with the difference between the pure pair interactions:
|E(X∼X) - E(Y∼Y)| ) ε. If the steric demands of X and Y
are similar, formation of polar two-dimensional layers
should thus be quite possible with beloamphiphiles for
which the difference in lateral attraction (favors parallel)
exceeds the difference in the dipole-dipole interaction
(favors antiparallel).

The interlayer interactions (Table 1, right columns)
between parallel and antiparallel BAMs, respectively,
involve “nothing but mixed” or “mixed and pure” interac-
tions, respectively. The intra- and interlayer interactions
of any pair (X∼X, Y∼Y, X∼Y) obviously are not the same
(geometry, anisotropy). Nevertheless, it becomes concep-
tually reasonable to state the hypothesis that the driving
forces for layer formation and layer stacking are in
opposition: Pure pair interactions favor parallel alignment
in layers, while they reduce interlayer binding. Mixed
interactions favor antiparallel alignment in layers but
provide for better interlayer interactions. To solve the
dipole alignment problem one must therefore pinpoint
this balance: Intralayer lateral interactions should be just
large enough to make polar layers while still allowing polar
stacking of the layers!

Prototypes and Design Refinements
Synthesis and Crystallization. Initially, we synthesized
series of (RO,X)- and (RR′N,X)-azines Y-Ph-MeCdN-Nd

CMe-Ph-X. All of the (RR′N,X)-azines we prepared
formed nonpolar crystals, and we published the structure
of the (H2N,F)-azine as one such example.29 Our first
success came in 1995 with Chen’s (MeO,Br)-azine:30

Chen’s azine forms perfect polar parallel beloamphiphile
monolayers (PBAM, Figure 2) and the PBAMs stack with
near-perfect polar alignment in the third dimension
(Figure 3). In 2000 we reported the polar structures of the
(MeO,Cl)-31 and (MeO,I)-azines32 (Figure 2), and recent
efforts have focused on (RO,Hal)-azines with R ) Et, Pr,
..., Dec, and Ph.33,34 The beloamphiphile monolayers
(BAMs) formed by the (EtO,Br)- and (iPrO,Br)-azines are
shown in Figure 2, and the crystal structures of the two
perfectly aligned (DecO,Br)- and (PhO,Br)-azines are
illustrated in Figure 3. Overall, our work has resulted in
the fabrication and structural characterization of 15 highly

parallel-aligned materials, and 7 of these crystals feature
perfect polar order. Symmetrical azines allow for studies
of X∼X and ArX∼ArX interactions, conformational proper-
ties, and electronic structures, and these azines are the
essential reference to assess asymmetrization effects. We
studied a variety of (X)2-azines, including X ) CH3,35 H,36

Hal,37,38 and others.39,40

The idea of dipole minimization has been central to
our design, and this hypothesis was tested. We first
showed that solid-state structures cannot be used for this
analysis (even though this is common practice) because
the effects of intramolecular charge transfer in ground

FIGURE 2. Parallel beloamphiphile monolayers of (MeO,Br)-azine
(top left), (MeO,I)-azine (top right), and (MeO,Cl)-azine (center left)
and antiparallel beloamphiphile monolayers of (MeO,Cl)-azine (center
right), (EtO,Br)-azine (bottom left), and (iPrO,Br)-azine (bottom right).

FIGURE 3. Polar order in (MeO,Br)-azine (left), (DecO,Br)-azine
(center), and (PhO,Br)-azine (right).
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states are too small to manifest themselves in observable
structural effects.41 NMR studies (1H, 13C) in a variety of
solvents42,43 and electronic structure analyses41 firmly
established that the electronic communication across the
azine bridge is marginal in the acetophenone azines.
Studies of symmetrical and unsymmetrical 2,5-diphenyl-
2,4-hexadienes are underway,44 and the results also will
provide information on the concept of dipole minimiza-
tion in azines.

Lateral Offsets, Twists, and Double T-Contacts. Azines
provide for lateral offset (LatOS), that is, the local C2 axes
of the para-disubstituted arenes do not coincide (Scheme
2). Lateral offset has major consequences for the crystal
architecture, and these include the possibility for occur-
rence of double T-contacts.

Twists about the N-N and C-Ph bonds in acetophe-
none azines cause the arenes to be nearly perpendicular
and enable each azine to engage in four “double T-
contacts” of the (ef|fe)-type.45 For a pair of diarenes, the
(12|34)-abbreviation specifies for each arene whether it
acts as “face” or “edge” in a T-contact, (12| refers to one
molecule and |34) to the other, and it is understood that
arene 1 interacts with arene 3 and arene 2 with arene 4.
Each azine engages in two types of (ef|fe) contacts, and
the “open” and “closed” contacts are exemplified in Figure
4. Open and closed contacts alternate in both layer
directions. For these contacts to be most efficient, the
molecules require a more or less constant cross-section
along the long axis of the molecule.

Unequal Lateral Offsets and Polarity Anisotropy. The
(ef|fe) interactions of a twisted molecule with lateral offset
(E) with its neighbors (enantiomer E′) are different in the
two layer directions if the components of the lateral offset
are unequal. This is true for open and closed interactions
alike. Should the components of the lateral offset happen
to be equal, then the same interactions are possible in
both layer directions. For unsymmetrical azines, there is
every reason to expect unequal components of the lateral
offset.

The (EtO,Br)- and (iPrO,Br)-azines form nonpolar anti-
parallel beloamphiphile monolayers (APBAMs) but main-
tain polar sheets (Figure 2)! The polar sheets alternate in
(iPrO,Br)-azine, whereas the crystal structure of (EtO,Br)-
azine features polar double sheets. The sequence of the

(MeO,Br)-, (EtO,Br)-, and (iPrO,Br)-azines thus exemplifies
the gradual loss of polar alignment in one layer direction
while maintaining polarity in the other. This polarity
anisotropy is certainly enforced and possibly caused by
the azines’ anisotropic lateral offsets.

Interlayer Halogen Bonding and Layer Stacking. The
(MeO,Hal)-azines share a common crystal architecture
but differ in details. Crystals of the (MeO,I)- and
(MeO,Br)-azines contain one or two independent mol-
ecules, respectively, but both contain one kind of layer.
The (MeO,Cl)-azine features four independent azines and
two kinds of layers. Each (MeO,Cl) layer contains two
independent molecules, much like a (MeO,Br)-azine layer,
but only one (MeO,Cl) layer is perfectly aligned (Figure 2,
left center) while the other layer (Figure 2, center-left)
shows reproducible orientational disorder in one of the
two molecules. The (MeO,Cl)-azine thus reveals in a
compelling fashion the importance of interlayer halogen
bonding in these crystals and also provides a rationale as
to why we have not been able to crystallize the (MeO,F)-
azine.

Halogen atoms (I, Br, Cl) engage in attractive interac-
tions with N and O atoms, and this interaction is referred
to as halogen bonding.46 The directionality of interlayer
halogen bonding (Figure 5) effects the stacking of the
layers in the (MeO,Hal)-azine.3,43 This insight suggested
that replacement of the MeO group by the larger DecO
or PhO groups and avoidance of directional halogen
bonding might optimize the alignment in the stacking
direction. We synthesized and crystallized the (DecO,Br)-
and (PhO,Br)-azines and, indeed, Knotts’s and Lewis’s
azines feature perfect polar order (Figure 3).

Longitudinal Offsets, Stacking Options, and Lattice
Energies. The idealized displays of the beloamphiphile

FIGURE 4. Double (ef|fe) T-contacts can be either “open” (top) or
“closed” (bottom).

FIGURE 5. Crystals of (MeO,I)-azine feature perfect PBAMs and
near-perfect parallel alignment in the stacking direction due to the
directionality of interlayer halogen bonding.
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monolayers in Scheme 1 show all molecules exactly side
by side. In reality, neighboring molecules may show
longitudinal offset along the long molecular axis (LonOS),
there might be several offsets in one direction (LonOS#),
and offset(s) in one layer direction (LonOS#) might be
accompanied by offset(s) in the second direction
(2LonOS#).

If the longitudinal offset is modest, the layer retains
its essential features and its surfaces remain “flat” (Scheme
3). As the longitudinal offset increases to reach or surpass
one-half of the amphiphile’s length m, it becomes advan-
tageous to consider comb-type layers. Comb-type BAMs
can be constructed in various ways, and as with ideal-flat
layers, ideal-comb layers stand out because the molecules’
long axes are perpendicular to the layer surfaces. The
ideal-comb shown in Scheme 3 was constructed with
alternating offsets LanOS1 ) 2/5m and LanOS2 ) 3/5m.
Some relevant beloamphiphile monolayers with longitu-
dinal offsets are shown in Scheme 4.

The longitudinal offsets in the polar azines are modest,
and their layers are flat but not ideal-flat (Figure 2). The
polar stacking of ideal-flat PBAMs must result in perfect
polar alignment, while the stacking of flat PBAMs may give
perfect or near-perfect polar alignment in the stacking
direction, and the outcome depends on surface features.
For example, halogen bonding is the likely cause for the
near-perfect stacking of the flat layers of the (MeO,Br)-
azine, while the flat layers of (DecO,Br)- and (PhO,Br)-
azines stack with perfect polar order (Figure 3).

Longitudinal Offsets and Synthon Variations. As the
longitudinal offset increases in a flat layer, interlayer
interactions increase and lateral interactions change with
regard to type and strength. Lateral X∼X and Y∼Y interac-
tions decrease and new lateral synthons occur (e.g., ArX∼X,
Az∼ArX, ..., shaded blue and orange in Table 1). As the
offset increases even more, still other synthons occur (e.g.,
Az∼X,..., shaded light blue and sand). To fully take
advantage of this complexity requires recognition and
characterization of all occurring synthons and their
strengths and anisotropies.47

As a first step to learning about Az∼ArX interactions,
we studied the quadrupole moment of formaldazine,
H2CdN-NdCH2.48 The component Qzz ) -25.6 DÅ is
largely due to the π system, compares on a per electron
basis with Qzz of benzene, and is representative of the
quadrupole moment tensor component along the C2 axis
of the azine bridge. Hence, this study suggests that azine
moieties engage in strong quadrupole-quadrupole inter-
actions with neighboring azine moieties and with arenes
and that Az∼Az and Az∼Ar interactions are significant
lateral synthons.

Idioteloamphiphile Monolayers and Beloamphiphile
Design. Monolayers of the (Cl)2-, (Br)2-, (I)2-, and (MeO)2-
azines are shown in Figure 6 and relevant IAM types in
Scheme 5.

All (X)2-azines form structures with flat layers, and there
are significant differences within the layers and their
stacking.49 The (I)2-azine forms flat IAMs, and their stack-
ing is near perfect. While the (Cl)2- and (Br)2-azines realize
the same IAM type, the IAMs of the (Cl)2-azine stack
perfectly and the stacking in the (Br)2-azine is near perfect.
The internal structures of the IAMs are particularly
interesting in these two cases, and the packing of the
halogens is emphasized in the right column of Figure 6.
These are complex surfaces with double-stripe flat char-
acteristics in one layer direction (LonOS ≈ 2/5m) and
ideal-comb characteristics in the other layer direction
(alternating offsets 2LonOS1 ≈ 1/5m and 2LonOS2 ≈
4/5m). The result is an “X-layer” that is two X-atoms deep,

Scheme 3. Depending on the Magnitude of the Longitudinal Offset,
LonOS, It Is Conceptionally Advantageous To Discuss
Nonalternating (“flat”) and Alternating (“comb”) Layers

Scheme 4. Types of Longitudinal Offsets in Polar PBAMs and
Nonpolar APBAMsa

a The flat and comb PBAMs, respectively, illustrate the (MeO,Hal)-
azines and (nBu,CN)-diphenyl, respectively. The APBAMs illustrate
(iPrO,Br)-azine (flat) and (MeO,X)-azines (ideal-comb, X ) NO2, CN).
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and therefore, the interlayer interaction involves X atoms
in three layers.

The idioteloamphiphile monolayer formed by the
(MeO)2-azine is an excellent example of a comb-type layer
with large longitudinal offset (LonOS > 3/5m). Double
T-contacts are realized in one layer direction but not in
the other, and instead, lateral Az∼X and ArX∼X interac-

tions become important, lateral X∼X interactions are
avoided, and chain-forming (f|ef|e) contacts occur. In an
(f|ef|e) contact, both arenes of one azine form T-contacts
with arenes of two neighboring azines.

Future beloamphiphile designs will benefit from such
insights about IAMs, but they will have to inform the
designs with prudence. While it appears that the choice
of halogens as head group was a particularly good one;
in hindsight, one wonders whether one would have
considered the MeO group as the polarity maker it turned
out to be! The BAMs of Figure 1 are formed in spite of the
MeO groups preference to avoid flat layers. We hope to
gain more insight soon by studying the structures of the
(DecO)2- and (PhO)2-azines.

Antiparallel Beloamphiphile Structures and Beloam-
phiphile Design. The (CN)2- and (NO2)2-azines are hardly
twisted, and neither forms IAMs. Instead, the cyano-azine
forms one-dimensional sheets with (f|ff|f) contacts, and
the sheets are stacked with almost orthogonal orientations
of the long axes in neighboring sheets. The crystal
structure of the nitro-azine shows a related architecture
and also relies on (f|ff|f) contacts. Would it be possible to
build BAMs if one were to combine either one of these
groups with the methoxy group?

We synthesized the (MeO,CN)- and (MeO,NO2)-azines,
and their structures exemplify ideal-comb antiparallel
beloamphiphile layers (Figure 7).30 This is actually quite
intriguing! The D-A systems are twisted even though the
respective A-A systems are not, and these observations
provide further corroboration of the azine’s conjugation
stopper capacity and the double T-contact’s driving force
to form BAMs. Nevertheless, the lateral interactions are
not strong enough to form PBAMs. These crystals feature
polarity alternation in both layer directions (checkerboard,
Scheme 4, bottom-right) and complement the exposition
of the APBAMs with polarity alternation in just one layer
direction (e.g., (iPrO,Br)-azine).

Biphenyl-Based Beloamphiphile Monolayers and Cy-
ano Strategy. Aside from the azines, a handful of molec-
ular materials are known that crystallize with polar order.
We cited these materials elsewhere3,45 and pointed out that
they vary greatly in their constitutions, they were all
discovered by different groups, and none of these discov-
eries led to repetition, refinement, and/or conceptualiza-
tion. Only the para-disubstituted biphenyls stand out in
that two polar (X,Y)-biphenyls were published by two
groups (Figure 8). Haase50 reported the crystal structures
of the (RO,CN)-biphenyls (R ) Me, Et, nPr, nBu), and

FIGURE 6. Interlayer interactions in idioteloamphiphile monolayers
(top to bottom): (Cl)2-, (Br)2-, (I)2-, and (MeO)2-azines.

Scheme 5. Types of Longitudinal Offsets in IAMsa

a The two structures on the right feature longitudinal offset only in
one layer direction and are ideal-flat in the other. The structure on the
left features offsets in both layer directions. The illustrations show the
structures of the (Br)2- and (Cl)2-azines, (I)2-azine, and (MeO)2-azines,
respectively.

FIGURE 7. Antiparallel beloamphiphile monolayers (APBAMs) of
(MeO,CN)-azine (left) and (MeO,NO2)-azine.
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crystals of (nBu,CN)-biphenyl are polar. In addition, Zyss51

reported the polar structure of (Me2N,CN)-biphenyl.
Hence, it was a natural choice to apply the lessons learned
from the azine studies to the engineering parallel-aligned
polar biphenyls.

(nBuO,CN)-Biphenyl exemplifies the PBAM-type “comb
with a kick” (Scheme 5), and it is closely related to the
IAM-type exemplified by the (Cl)2- and (Br)2-azines. Non-
polar (RO,CN)-biphenyls feature intra- and interlayer,
antiparallel R-CN‚‚‚NC-R attractions with sideways off-
set. The RO size effects the spacing of the CN groups, and
as RO grows in size, it apparently becomes better to form
PBAMs with (more) offset-parallel (R-CN)2 attractions.
(Me2N,CN)-Biphenyl forms polar, ideal-comb layers, and
its structure is consistent with optimizing parallel-offset
(R-CN)2 contacts. If this conception is true and general,
the polar (RnX,CN)-biphenyls might be first prototypes of
a more general strategy to polar order that is focused on
one dominant headgroup Y and the forcing of (more)
intralayer Y∼Y interactions (favors polar) instead of intra-
and interlayer Y-Y interactions (favors nonpolar). More-
over, this conception of (RO,CN)-biphenyls provides infor-
mation on azine studies as it suggests that (RO,CN)-azines
might become polar as R increases (in spite of the non-
polarity of (MeO,CN)-azine). This hypothesis is testable.

The biphenyl implementation of the “cyano-strategy”
relies on weak interlayer interactions along the stacking
direction of the polar PBAMs. A more general strategy for
formation of biphenyl-based PBAMs would employ not
just X and Y as polarity makers but also both head groups
as interlayer synthons. Indeed, the crystal structure of
(MeO,COMe)-biphenyl features polar stacking of flat polar

layers and demonstrates a first success of this more
general strategy.52 It will be of interest to study (RO,Hal)-
biphenyls.

Conclusion
The polar crystals presented are ascendants of a new
generation of highly anisotropic functional materials with
perfect polar order. The astounding capabilities of such
materials are illustrated in Figure 9: The nonlinear optical
response of a microcrystalline powder sample of the polar
(DecO,Br)-azine is visible even by the naked eye!34

The premise was taken from an essay53 on software
design, and similar thoughts apply to the rational design
of materials. We clearly state our goals, describe and
pursue rational strategies, and continuously examine and
reassess all assumptions. While never guaranteed, success
is almost inevitable when a rational approach is combined
with somewhat adventurous and venturesome option
selection during implementation. The rate of success has
been accelerating with every success because of the
benefits provided by the co-evolutionary spiral of design
and deep prototype analysis. We have come to enjoy
working on complex systems enormously; as complexity
grows hardly anything remains impossible.
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analyses. This work was supported by the ACS Petroleum Research
Fund (27139-AC4) and the MU Research Council and Board (URC-
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